The EDIG Conference
14th - 16th of December 2020
Tuesday 15th: Session 1
Where have we come from?

Schedule (GMT)
12.00 pm LAUNCH OF THE EDIG CONFERENCE - Prof. Murray Hitzman
12.05 pm BACKGROUND TO EDIG: WHO WE ARE - Aileen Doran
12.15 pm EDIG SURVEY RESULTS SUMMARY - Dr. Jess Franklin

12.30 pm INTRODUCTION TO SESSION 1 - Dr. Fergus McAuliffe
12.40 pm GEOSCIENCE AND THE QUESTIONS OF INCLUSIVITY: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE - Prof. Pratik Chakrabarti
12.55 pm 50 YEARS IN GEO. HOW FAR WE’VE COME & HOW FAR WE NEED TO GO - Prof. Suzanne O’Connell
1.10 pm UNDER-REPRESENTED, NOT RARE: WE ARE HERE - Dr. Hendratta Ali
1.25 pm TRANSLATING LIVED EXPERIENCES AND WHY THIS MATTERS - Nicole Doucette
1.40 pm STRONGER TOGETHER - Dr. Rocío Caballero-Gill (Title TBC)

1.55 pm PANEL DISCUSSION
2.30 pm END OF SESSION 1

To register, visit: icrag-centre.org/edig
#EDIGconference2020
The EDIG Conference
14th - 16th of December 2020
Tuesday 15th: Session 2
Where are we now?

Schedule (GMT)

3.00 pm  INTRODUCTION TO SESSION 2 - HAZEL GIBSON
3.10 pm  CHALLENGING INAPPROPRIATE WORKPLACE BEHAVIOURS AS ALLIES & BYSTANDERS FOR SAFE, RESPECTFUL & INCLUSIVE WORKPLACES - SUSAN LOMAS
3.20 pm  RACE AND RACISM: UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS IN GEO SCIENCE - DR. KUHEL DUTT
3.30 pm  DISABILITY/ABLEISM INCLUDING MENTAL HEALTH - MARTIN GRIFFEN
3.40 pm  NAVIGATING AND SUCCEEDING IN ROCKY SPACES WITH A BROWN FACE - DR. ANJANA KHATWA
3.50 pm  SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS & MENTAL HEALTH (TITLE TBC) - DR. BROOKE JOHNSON
4.00 pm  LGBTQ+ - TBC
4.10 pm  INTERSECTIONALITY OF CHALLENGES - ALEJANDRA GOMEZ CORREA (Title TBC)
4.20 pm  PANEL DISCUSSION
5.00 pm  END OF SESSION 2

To register, visit: icrag-centre.org/edig
#EDIGconference2020

Supported by:
The EDIG Conference
14th - 16th of December 2020
Wednesday 16th: Session 3
Where are we going?

Schedule (GMT)

12.00 pm    EDIG DAY 2 INTRODUCTION - Dr. Anna Bidgood
12.10 pm    INTRODUCTION BY SESSION CHAIR - Dr. Sarah Gordon
12.20 pm    EARLY CAREER PROFESSIONALS: SHAPING THE FUTURE
            OF GEOSCIENCE - Lucy Crane
12.30 pm    INCLUSIVE ACADEMIA: A PIPELINE TO INDUSTRY - Prof.
            Ben Mapani
12.40 pm    ACCOUNTABILITY IN REPORTING - TBC
12.50 pm    AN AUDIT FOR ACTION: BAME REPRESENTATION IN THE
            GEOSCIENCES - Ben Fernando
1.00 pm    SIX SIMPLE STEPS TO MAKE FIELDWORK MORE
            ACCESSIBLE AND INCLUSIVE - Anya Lawrence

1.10 pm    PANEL DISCUSSION
2.00 pm    WRAP UP OF THE EDIG
            CONFERENCE & FUTURE
            STEPS - Aileen Doran

To register, visit: icrag-centre.org/edig
#EDIGconference2020
Unconscious bias workshop

Start time: 3.00 pm (GMT)
Run time: 1 hour & 30 minutes

To close the EDIG conference, we have arranged for a workshop on unconscious bias, run by Yasmin Sheikh from Diverse Matters (www.diversematters.org).

This workshop will be interactive and is being tailored for our event using our recent survey data.

Topics to be included in workshop:

- What is unconscious bias?
- Inclusive language and behaviour.
- Microaggressions - what are these?
- How to create inclusive and accessible spaces.

#EDIGConference2020

This workshop is in partnership with co-sponsors the Institute of Geologists of Ireland (IGI) & the Irish Centre for Research in Applied Geosciences (iCRAG).

To register, & for more information about the EDIG conference & workshop, visit our webpage at icrag-centre.org/edig.